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MOSCOW: A Bolshoi dancer convicted
in 2013 for his role in an acid attack that
scarred the face and eyes of the famed
Russian ballet’s artistic director has been
paroled, his lawyer said yesterday.

Russian news agencies quoted the
dancer’s lawyer Sergei Kadyrov saying
that Pavel Dmitrichenko was released
Tuesday after a parole commission
upheld his request for an early release.
Dmitrichenko was found guilty of asking
an ex-convict to attack Sergei Filin, who
ended up losing much of his sight after
acid was tossed onto his face outside his
Moscow home. Dmitrichenko was sen-
tenced to 5-1/2 years in prison in 2013.

Filin’s lawyer, Tatyana Stukalova, told
Rossiya-24 television that she would
appeal the ruling because she says
Dmitrichenko poses a danger to her
client. The January 2013 attack and the
ensuing trial revealed deep divisions at
Russia’s most renowned theater. Some
Bolshoi dancers sided with
Dmitrichenko, who insisted that he nev-
er contracted to have the attack done,
only complained about Filin.

Much of the trial centered less on
Dmitrichenko’s role in the attack than on
whether or not Filin’s management of
the ballet company could have driven
him to the crime. As part of his defense,

the dancer cited several incidents in
which troupe members were driven to
tears by the artistic director.

Six months after the attack,  the
Russian culture ministry that oversees
the Bolshoi Theatre replaced the long-
ser ving direc tor  general  who was
embroiled in a war of words with Filin’s
opponents.

Filin stayed on as the ballet’s artistic
director while undergoing treatment
and rehabilitation until the Bolshoi last
year refused to sign a new contract
with him. It hired Makhar Vaziev, who
left La Scala in Milan for the job in
Moscow. — AP

Ballet dancer in Russia acid
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IDOMENI: Two picture combo, top shows clearing tents and other debris used by
migrants from the former makeshift camp on May 26, 2016. — AP

LONDON: A coroner yesterday ordered a re-exam-
ination of the deaths of 21 people in the 1974
Birmingham pub bombings, one of Britain’s worst
ever terror attacks, after claims that police failed to
act on two warnings.

Coroner Louise Hunt ordered new inquests for
the victims killed in the twin attacks, which were
widely blamed on the Provisional Irish Republican
Army (IRA) paramilitary group, although it never
formally claimed responsibility.

She said there was evidence that police  missed
two warnings about the November 21, 1974
attack, which left 182 people injured-one 11 days
before, and another on the day of the bombings
itself. The attack on two pubs in Britain’s second
biggest city came at the height of the IRA’s bloody
campaign to end British rule in the province of
Northern Ireland. “I have serious concerns that
advanced notice of the bombs may have been
available to the police and that they failed to take
the necessary steps to protect life,” Hunt said.

She cited the two potential warnings, saying
that “it is only in respect of that issue that I consid-
er there is sufficient reason to resume an inquest
to investigate the circumstances of these deaths”.

Some relatives have claimed police were protect-
ing an informant within the IRA, but Hunt said this
was unfounded. 

She also said the emergency services’ response
was not a contributing factor towards the deaths.
Julie Hambleton, whose 18-year-old sister Maxine
died in the attacks, welcomed the decision to
resume the inquests.”All we want is to be heard so
we can get the truth, justice and accountability,”
she told reporters outside the coroners’ court.

She also urged the “cowards” responsible to
give themselves up, saying: “If you have any level
of humanity, any moral compass, then by rights
you should come forward.”

Miscarriage of justice    
The original inquests-judicial fact-finding inves-

tigations that do not apportion blame-were halted
by a police probe that led to six men being wrong-
ly jailed for the bombings in 1975.

The conviction of the so-called Birmingham Six
was ruled unsafe by the Court of Appeal in 1991
and they were freed, after what is seen as one of
Britain’s greatest miscarriages of justice. No one
has since been convicted, but the police investiga-

tion remains open. One of the Birmingham Six,
Paddy Hill, said the new inquests were “the first
step” but said he was “very skeptical” that the
whole truth would emerge.

Dave Thompson, chief constable of West
Midlands Police, said the failure to catch the
bombers and the wrongful conviction of the
Birmingham Six was “the most serious failing in
this force’s history”. “I hope the new inquest
provides answers to families,” he said, adding
that the police force would “assist the process
now under way”.

However, he warned against any hopes of
imminent prosecutions in the case. “Since 2012
and directly as a result of the campaign by fami-
lies of those who died we have carefully
reassessed the opportunities to bring the people
responsible to justice,” he said. “Despite an
intense scrutiny we have not been able to see, at
this time, a prospect of doing this.”

An estimated 3,500 people, the vast majority
of them in Northern Ireland, were killed during
three decades of violence on both sides that
was largely ended by the 1998 Good Friday
peace agreement. — AFP
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MOSCOW: Pavel Dmitrichenko stands inside a barred enclosure at a courtroom
on December 3, 2013. — AP

COPENHAGEN: Denmark and Sweden
yesterday extended their border con-
trols until November to curb the tide of
migrants into their nations, saying the
European Union still lacked security at
its external borders.

Denmark received more than 21,000
asylum applications in 2015, a 44 per-
cent jump from 2014 but significantly
less than its northern neighbor Sweden,
which registered 163,000 applications
in the same year. “In the current situa-
tion, where there still isn’t a sustainable
solution for securing Europe’s external
borders,” Danish Integration Minister
Inger Stojberg said in a statement. “I am
glad that we now have the possibility to
maintain border controls until at least
November 12,” she added.

Swedish Interior Minister Anders
Ygeman said in a separate statement
that his nation would do the same until

November 11. Sweden introduced bor-
der controls in the south of the country
in November last year amid a record
influx of migrants.

Denmark followed suit with random
ID checks on its German border on
Januar y 4,  just  hours after Sweden
began requiring rail, bus and ferry com-
panies to verify the identities of people
travelling from Denmark.

In May the EU approved a six-month
extension of border controls in the
passpor t-free Schengen zone after
nat ions,  inc luding Denmark and
Sweden, wrote to complain the border
situation remained “extremely volatile”
and asked to be allowed to keep fron-
tier checks. EU rules say countries in
exceptional circumstances may reintro-
duce border controls for up to two
years, for periods of up to six months
at a time. — AFP

Denmark and Sweden extend
border checks until November

IDOMENI: Once home to more than
14,000 refugees and migrants,  the
makeshift camp at Greece’s border village
of Idomeni has now been evacuated and
its former occupants transferred to other,
supposedly better organized camps.

Bulldozers have removed the detri-
tus and the railway line linking Greece
to neighboring Macedonia and other
co u n t r i e s  to  t h e  n o r t h  -  w h i c h  h a d
been blocked by protesting refugees at
great financial cost to the railway - is
back in operation.

The Greek government has pointed out
that the evacuation was carried out with
no use of force but reports of “sub-stan-
dard conditions” in the new camps

abound. The United Nations’ refugee
agency, UNHCR, says some evacuees were
taken to “derelict warehouses and facto-
ries” with “insufficient” supplies of food,
water, toilets, showers and electricity. It
has called on the Greek government to
find “better alternatives quickly.”

Initially a transit point on the busiest
migrant route into central and northern
Europe, the Idomeni camp had slowly
turned into a place of shattered hopes
after Macedonia and the Balkan countries
to its north started blocking migrants from
coming in. Refugees’ attempts to break
through the border fence into Macedonia
resulted in brief but violent clashes with
Macedonian police. — AP

Idomeni migrant camp, 
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DAKAR: The successful prosecution of Chadian
dictator Hissene Habre has galvanized the move-
ment for a permanent forum for justice in Africa,
but several legal roadblocks stand in the way,
according to experts.

A special African Union-backed court in Senegal
sentenced Habre to life in jail Monday for war
crimes, crimes against humanity, rape, and sexual
slavery, an unprecedented conviction that comes
more than a quarter century after he left office.

The case also set a global precedent as the first
time a country has prosecuted a former leader of
another nation for rights abuses. The verdict was “a
vivid demonstration that the AU does not condone
impunity and human rights violations,” said African
Union Commission chief Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma. 

She said the judgment further “reinforces the
AU’s principle of African solutions to African prob-

lems.”  Until Senegal’s President Macky Sall was
elected in 2012 and announced Habre would be
tried there, the ex Chadian leader had lived in an up
market Dakar suburb with his wife and children for
more than 20 years.  The court that delivered the
verdict-the African Extraordinary Chambers (CAE in
its French acronym) — is to be dissolved after the
case wraps up, and African rights groups would like
to see a similar body set up with lasting jurisdiction
over the continent.

“We want a permanent, continent-wide system
for justice in Africa,” Aboubacry Mbodj, secretary-
general of Dakar-based African rights group RAD-
DHO, told AFP. “That’s why-after the African
Chambers close-we will continue to demand from
the African Union a permanent mechanism so that
heads of state are not above the law.”  

Senegalese Justice Minister Sidiki Kaba told jour-

nalists Tuesday that “foreign hands were not behind”
the verdict, reinforcing the notion of the Habre trial
being an all-African affair. The AU has also “dragged
its feet”, RADDHO’s Mbodj said, citing the adoption
of the Malabo protocol in 2014, which envisaged an
international criminal law section for the yet to be
established African Court of Justice and Human
Rights. The protocol grants immunity to serving
heads of state but also to “senior state officials”, a
vaguely worded element that Amnesty
International has said “essentially promotes and
strengthens the culture of impunity that is already
entrenched in most African countries.”

ICC role 
Habre’s prosecution is cited as an example of

African best practice after years of criticism that the
International Criminal Court (ICC), based in The
Hague, has tried African leaders who critics say
should be judged on the continent.

The AU, led in particular by Kenya, has accused
the court of unfairly targeting Africans for prosecu-
tion as the majority of its cases come from Africa.
This included failed efforts to try Kenyan President
Uhuru Kenyatta, and his deputy William Ruto, for
allegedly masterminding deadly post-election vio-
lence in 2007-2008 in which some 1,200 people
died. As some African states threaten to resign
their membership of the ICC, its supporters on the
continent say it still has an important-and perma-
nent-role to play.

Ali Ouattara, president of the Ivorian branch of
the Coalition for the ICC, which works to strength-
en international co-operation between ICC mem-
ber states, said the international court should act
as a complement, given Africa’s past weaknesses in
bringing its own despots to book. “We hope that
Africa can judge Africans in a permanent way and
we hope that the ICC will always be there, as a but-
tress,” he said. African failures to pursue their own
criminal leaders meant the ICC was needed to act
as a “policeman” on occasion, according to
Ouattara. “Just as any African citizen is a potential
victim of our leaders, equally any head of state, any
powerful person, is a potential target of the ICC or
African jurisdictions,” he said. — AFP
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DAKAR: Activists of Peace Mobilisation and African Justice Consolidation association
(Mobilisation pour la paix et la consolidation de la justice africaine) hold placards reading
“Africa’s youth asks for a African Criminal Court” outside DAKAR Courthouse ahead of the sen-
tencing of former Chadian dictator Hissene Habre on Monday. — AP

WARSAW: The European Union has found that Poland’s gov-
ernment is amiss on the rule of law and has taken a step
toward sanctions, a senior EU official said yesterday.

The European Commission has sent a critical opinion to
Poland’s conservative government about its actions relating to
the Constitutional Tribunal which have paralyzed the key court,
EU Commissioner Frans Timmermans said. “We’ve not been
able to find a solution to the issues at stake,” Timmermans said
in Brussels. In January, the commission opened a multi-step
procedure checking whether Poland respects the rule of law. It
could potentially lead to stripping Poland of its EU voting
rights. Yesterday’s move means that EU leaders have found
months of negotiations with Warsaw unsatisfactory and it
brings the standoff closer to punishment for Warsaw, which
would be the first ever sanctions for any EU member under the
new “rule of law” procedure.

“We hope (the opinion) will help focus our dialogue with
the government of Poland on issues that we believe need to
be solved to get out of the conflict surrounding the
Constitutional Tribunal,” Timmermans said. Timmermans tried
to soften the situation by saying he is still in talks with Poland’s
government and doesn’t believe any further censuring steps
will be needed. But he stressed that the European Commission
is obliged to make sure that all member states follow the EU

rules. Poland has two weeks to respond to the opinion, which
hasn’t been published. The government said it wants to work
with the 28-nation bloc to resolve the issues.  — AP

BRUSSELS: European Commission Vice-President Frans
Timmermans speaks during a media conference at EU
headquarters yesterday. — AP

EU finds Poland amiss on rule of law
BUCHAREST: Thousands of Romanian
teachers demonstrated yesterday to
demand higher salaries, rallying outside
the government’s main offices in

Bucharest then marching through the
capital. Dressed in yellow T-shirts and
red caps, the teachers whistled and
booed, and carried banners saying

“Leave education to the teachers!” and “If
you can read this, thank your teacher.”
The government this week offered
teachers a 5 percent pay rise. Trade
union leader Simion Hancescu said
teachers were seeking a 10 percent raise.

Currently, teachers earn a base
monthly salary of between 1,100 lei
($275) and 5,000 lei ($1,250). Adrian
Nicolie, a teacher in southern Romania,
complained about the working condi-
tions. “We can’t teach on a salary of 1,100
lei a month. We can’t teach when many
colleagues aren’t paid for commuting
and we can’t teach with 35 students in a
classroom or even 40 in kindergartens,”
he said. Teachers later marched toward
the presidential Cotroceni Palace in west
Bucharest. President Klaus Iohannis is
himself a former physics professor. Labor
Minister Dragos Pislaru suggested the
protest was politically motivated ahead
of the June 5 local elections. — AP
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BUCHAREST: Aurel Selaru, a Romanian teachers union leader, blows a horn
during a march yesterday. — AP


